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1) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

Does alphabetical ordering of in-text citations cause a bias toward higher citation counts for articles whose first author's surname has a letter earlier in the

alphabet. We hypothesize that articles with alphabetically ordered citations will show a negative relationship between citation counts and position in the

alphabet of the letter of the first author's last name. We also hypothesize that chronologically ordered citations will show no relationship with author letter

and, therefore, will have different slopes from alphabetically ordered citations.

2) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

Mean number of times that articles are cited per letter of first author's surname, corrected for the total number of articles with first author surnames with

that letter and converted into a percentage.

3) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

No participants are used in this analysis, just information about article author names and the citation style for the journal that published the article. We will

compare two citation styles: alphabetically ordered in-text citations and chronologically ordered in-text citations. We will use psychology (APA) journals for

alphabetical citations and geology/meteorology journals for chronological citations.

4) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

For all data, then for each citation type

  Aggregate the total number of citations per letter

  Aggregate the total number of articles per letter

  Calculate number of citations per article per letter

  Convert to percentage (percent citations per article per letter–citation index hereafter)

  Check for outlier letters

    Calculate modified Z score (Iglewicz & Hoaglin, 1993) for citation index of each letter (only for overall data, then apply to each citation type)

    Remove letter if Z score > 3.5

Calculate Bayesian linear regression of citation index ~ letter separately for each citation type to get Bayes factor for slope vs. intercept comparison

Calculate Bayesian linear regression of citation index ~ letter + citation type for null model

Calculate Bayesian linear regression of citation index ~ letter * citation type for alternative model

Divide Bayes factors to determine Bayes factor of interaction, which indicates slope differences

For Bayesian linear regressions, we will use the default hierarchical prior distribution from lmBF that is weakly informative (Rouder & Morey, 2012).

5) Any secondary analyses?

We will also use prior distributions based on an existing data set.

 An alternative way to test for slope differences:

Calculate frequentist linear regression of citation index ~ letter separately for each citation type to get slope means and standard errors

Calculate z-test to compare slopes of two citation types (Paternoster et al. 1998)

Convert z statistic to Bayesian t-test to test for slope differences

6) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

We will collect at least 50,000 articles of each citation style type. If we fail to find a Bayes factor for the comparison of the alphabetical citation style slope

to 0 or for the comparison of the slope differences to be greater than 10 or less than 0.10, we will add more articles to both citation style types until this

threshold is met. If the threshold is not met at 75,000 articles, we will stop and report the Bayes factors.

7) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., data exclusions, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

We may collect 50,000 articles from neuroscience with chronological citations, but the effect may not be as strong with them because of the carry-over

effects with psychologists publishing in neuroscience journals.

8) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet
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